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- Libertarian Look at the Fed

Will Mr. Greenspan ·Ruin You
or Make You Rich?
by Richard J. Maybury
into Virginia amounted to $2,437 per
capita-19 times that received by West
Virgiriians who got only $126 per capita.
Business conditions in Virginia at that
time were strong and the unemployment rate was only 5.6 percent. less than
half West Virginia's 13.0 percent
Ronald Reagan was elected on the
could buy a new automobile for $400 promise to beef up the U.S. military.
and a good suit for $20. Today the suit is
Spending on military projects during
$400 and the car is $15.000.
this reign 'has been heavy, so the VirginWhy did the Federal Reserve create ia weapons industry and other firms deall these dollars? To finance the govern- pendent on it have been hot spots. Now
ment's spending.
that his reign is ending, weapons spendThe way a politician gets elected is by ing is no longer a priority. Virginia's fupromising to give the voters the services
ture prospects may not be so rosy.
they want-highways. schools, medical
In short, when the Oow of money into
care, welfare. Social Security, Persian ·
a hot spot slows. the spot cools and
Gulf naval battles, you name il Some- firms in it fail: workers are laid off.and
one must pay for these services and this unemployment rises. If a great many
someone is the voters. through their hot spots cool. the nation experiences
taxes. A tax is, in effect. the politicilms widespread business failures and unemand bureaucrats saying, "Buy what we ployment a depres~ion.
·
are selling or go to prison."
A depression is the correction period
Voters do not like being forced to pay following an in nation. It is the cooling
for what they voted for, so the politi- off of the hot spots and the reorganizacians and bureaucrats are constantly tion of businesses into a configuration
looking for alternatives to taxation. For
something like the one they would have
thousands of years the most popular al- had if the inOation had not occurred.
ternative .has been counterfeiting. They
print money.
In the United States, the agency that 17te hot spots and disorganicloes the printing is the central bank, the zation of businesses the Fed
Federal Reserve, and the people in
charge of deciding how much money to causes have not been investiprint are Federal Reserve officials, chief gated by Keynesians or Monamong them Greenspan.
etarists, only by Austrians..

Alan Greenspan is now completing his first year as federal Reserve chief. His reputation for having strong libertarian leanings
raises important questions about the policies he follows and their
effects on you and your investments.
to say its leading light was best-selling
Ayn Rand. Until her death in 1982,
Rand was an outspoken opponent of
central banks. paper money and other
inflationary schemes. Greenspan was
an associate of Rand; his anti-Fed, proliberty articles appeared in her magazine
1J1e Objectivi".

Like other libertarians, objectivists
agree with Jefferson. who, as quoted by
Saul K Padover in On Democrocy, referred to paper money as "baseless
trash." Libertarians seek a return to the
gold standard.
Most libertarians became libertarians
by reading the works of Rand. In her
most influential book. Arias Shrugged.
she explained the nature of money:
So you think that money is the
root of all evil? Have you ever asked
what is the root of money? Money is
a tool of ellchange which can't exist
un less there are goods produced
and men able to produce them.
Money is the material shape of the
principle that men " ho "ish to deal
mth one another must deal by trade,
and give value for value. Money is
not the tool of the moochers. who
claim your product by tears, or of
the looters. who take it from you by
force. Money is made possible only
by the men who produce ... Those
pieces of paper, which should have
been gold. are a token of honoryour claim upon the energy of the
men who produce. Your wallet is
your statement of hope that somewhere in the world around you
there are men who will not default
on that moral principle which is the
root of money. (Emphasis added.)
The very purpose of th e Fed is to undermine this moral principle. The Fed
prints vast quantities of dollars, debasing them and destroying their value. A
loaf of bread that once cost IS cents
now costs a $1.50.

" Gold and economic freedom
arc inscpaoablc."' wrote Alan
Greenspan in 1966 (as quoted in Copitaliwn: The Unknoll"/1 Ideal, by Ayn
Rand, Signet Books. 1970). Few today
remember that remark.
Only a handful of old-guard libertarians realize the current chief of the
world's most powerful central bank was,
and perhaps still is. a mortal enemy of
that same institution. He blamed it for
causing the Great Depression, saying "it
nearly destroyed the economies of the
world." and he feared it would cause
another. or something worse.
How Greenspan became chairman
of the Fed is not our concern: what he
intends to do as chairman is. There
could hardly be a n)1hing more important to your investments, career, home
and family.
Libertarianism (the Freedom Philosophy. or Self-Government: not to be
confused with the Lihcrtarian Party) is
the original American philosophy. meaning the philosophy of TI10mas Jefferson. Patrick Henry and the other
"Founding Fathers.· It's profoundly antipolitical. and Grccnsp:111 was once one
of its most vocal proponents.
Like America's founders, libertarians
hclieve political power is the most evil,
corrupting narcotic ever discovered and
it is the source of most of mankind's
problems. No one can be trusted with it,
a nd it corrupts a majority as easily as it
corrupts an individual. Libertarians be- Counterfeiting
lieve the best government is no government and if we can't achieve this, we
When the Federal Reserve was creshould get as close as possible.
ated in 1913. the supply of money circuOne branch of libertarianism is ob- lating in the U.S. economy was $11 biljectivism, which I won't get into except lion. Today it's $770 billion. In I913, you

Hot Spots
Wnen the Federal Reserve injects
new dollars into the economy, these
dollars do not go to everyone uniformly;
they go to various specific individualsgovernment employees, military contractors, tobacco farmers and many others (not to mention influential foreigners such as Philippine dictator Ferdinand Marcos and Panamanian dnog
lord Manuel Noriega). In 1%0. 36.7 percent of all American received regu lar
checks from government; by 1979, they
had become a majority. 50.2 percent, so
we aren't likely to see an end to this insanity any time soon.
Geographic areas and industries where
there happens to be many recipients of
government money become hot spots.
Businesses crowd into these hot spots to
take advantage of the money being
poured in there. This is called an ~injec
tion effect"
fur instance, a Pentagon report showed
that in 1985, military dollars poured

To avert depression, Fed officials
continue inOating money supply to
keep the hot spots hot Occasionally
they pause, causing a mild depressiona recession. If they ever stopped entirely,
we'd get a full-blown depression.
It's an age-old process. We can go
back 2,000 years to the great inflation
that ravaged the Roman Empire and
see the injection effect at work. Inflating
the money supply creates hot spots
which can only be kept alive by continued inOation. The only way to avoid
this is to never inOate in the first place.
Once an inOation has begun, it cannot
be stopped without a depression. The
nation becomes like a drug addict; the
only way to kick the habit is to go
through the \vithdrawal.
However, there's no reason to believe
the depression must be long and drawn
out; most depressions in history have
lasted only a year or two. The Great De-
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Greenspan

that the government's attempts to avert a
depression will lead to massive increases
in the money supply with commensupression of the 1930s \VUS long and se- rate declines in the value of the money.
vere because the govern men! intervened They nee from paper money, as they did
to try to stop it. In Copitah<m: T11e in 1979-1980. Such monetary crises are
Unkn01m /den/. Greenspan says, "Com- accompanied by huge increases in the
pared with the depressions of 1920 and· demand for precious metals because in1932, the pre-World War I business de- vestors seek safety by returning to the
clines were mild indeed."
types of money that cannot be created
When a depression is over and the on a printing press.
economy healed, genuine prosperity and
So. it behooves every investor to alabundance can develop-unless offi- ways have a supply of precious metals as
cials start inflating again. which they insurance against these monetary crises.
usually do. 1l1is is why Greenspan advo- You never know when the next panic will
cated a return to the gold standard. Gold hit In the 79-'80 panic. gold shot from
cannot be created on a printing press.
$250 to $850. and silver from $7 to $50.

Time Bomb

Conti•ued from page 8

The Stock Market
Three important point~:
I) Once a nation becomes as thoroughly hooked on printing press money
as the United States is. the inflation of
the money supply then occurs not only
to finance the government hut to keep
the hot spots hot Even if the government mns a budget surplus. officials will
continue to print money. The U.S. government ran surpluses in 1960 and 1969.
yet officials expanded the money supply
$5 billion in 1900 and $11 billion in

1969.
2) Some hot spots arc deliberate-mil-

They'll stop accumulating dollars,
then there will be huge amounts of
unabsorbed dollars sloshing around
the world economy. The dollar
will crash unless the Fed tightens severely to sop up the dollars
itself. And this tightening will
bring the depression.
Greenspan Understands

Currencies are ruled by the law of
supply and demand, just as everything
else is. When the number of dollars
goes up. the value of each individual
dollar goes down.
In past centuries gold was the world's
international money. but during this
century central bankers have replaced it
with the easy-to-print dollar.
However. international trade depends
on the value of the dollar staying stable,
so as U.S. officials have injected new
dollars into the economy, foreign governments have been buying them up to
keep the dollar somewhat stable and
trade healthy. This has created a financial time bomb.
Foreign governments are comprised
of human beings and these humans can
change their minds. How many dollars
are they willing to absorb? In May 1988,
Business Wl!l'k reported: "Counting dollar assets held overseas, Stephan N.
Marris, an economist at Washington's
Institute for International Economics,
estimates that major industrial nations
bought $130 billion last year to support
the greenback and that the 20 largest
holders of foreign-exchange reserves
were sitting ori a dollar stockpile exceeding $454 billion by year end."
· An incredible stockpile. At some
point these foreign governments will say
"no more!" Theyll stop accumulating
dollars, then there will be huge amounts
of unabsorbed dollars sloshing around
the world economy. The dollar will
crash unless the Fed tightens severely to
sop up the dollars itsel[ And this tightening will bring the depression.
So, it's only a matter of time. 1l1ere's a
major catastrophe lurking in our future
and Greenspan certainly knows it.
What will he do?

itary industries. for instance-but most
There are three types of economic
are accidental. Once the money is in- viewpoints prevailing in the world today:
jcctcd into the economy. officials don't Monetarist, Keynesian and Austria n.
know where it will go because they don't The conservative Monetarist held sway
know what the recipients will spend it during most of Paul Volckcrs reign at
on. Between 1983 and 1987 the recipients the Fed. and the liberal Keynesians bespent much of it on stocks. causing the fore him.
The liberta rian Austrians (the origigreat stock market hoom. When inflation of the money suppl y slowed in 1987, nators of this economic philosophy
the stock market crashed. The printing were Austrian) had little influence. In a
has since resumed. hut no one knows if world that worships the god of political
the now of money into stocks will re- power, persons who believe this god is
sume or if some other new hot spot will really Satan are rarely invited to Washdevelop instead.
ington cocktail parties.
During the 1970s the stock market
However. this maverick viewpoint
Abwrb aJJ the Austrian economics
languished while the new money poured Greenspan espoused in his writings is
into real estate. precious metals and oil. now achieving respectability. There are you can and be ready to exploit
Will it now leave the stock market and several universities teaching Austrian the next hot spot when it dereturn to one· or all of these. or some- economics and two Austrian econothing else? No one knows.
mists have won Nobel prizes. Jefferson velops. You 'II have money rainIn 1983 some of the new money and the other founders would be ing down on you, as stock investpou~d into California's Silicon Valley, (pleased._(To le~ rn more about ~ustrianllors did for five years until last
causmg a boom there. When the Fed ~onom1cs. wnte the FlJ\!ndauon For Oc
.
tightened slightly in 1984. the Silicon Economic Edt!ld!!:k>n, Jrvington-ontober.
Valley hot spot cooled and it hasn't fully Hudson, NY 10533; request a cata1og of - - - - - - - - - - - - - recovered yet; maybe it never will. Some
ubhcations.)
•
hot spots are so short-lived that "here toAnother key point: The hot spots and Three Options
day, gone tomorrow" is the only way to disorganization of businesses the Fed
describe them. This ca n be brutal for causes have not been investigated by
First. he could simply continue with
business managers and sales people Keynesia ns or Monetarists. o nly by the existing policy as long as possible.
who don't know the tactics for profiting Austrians. All previous Fed chairmen Print a little. pause. print a little more,
from them.
were Keynesians and Monetarists. so pause, and so forth.
Real estate could be the new destina- we didn't know if they fully understood
Under this option, the hot spots
tion of the money. Wall Street Journal re- how extensively the Fed's injection ef- would continue popping up and disapportcr Asra Nomani recently found the feet disorganizes businesses. Greenspan, pearing. keeping businesses in turmoil
market for single-family homes in New we can he sure. does understand what until the foreign governments finally
Jersey, Chicago's North Shore and parts the Fed is doing to us.
blow the whistle and stop the game.
of California is now so hot. it resembles
Now that he's in charge of the Fed, Greenspan would then handle the crisis
the frenzied 1970s market. In Bur- will he continue doing it or will he at- on an emergency panic basis, trying to
lingame. Calif.. a two-bedroom cottage tempt to undermine the Fed and return cope with whatever bank runs and othattracted 16 offers and sold for $295,000, to the gold standard? This is the big er disasters it brings.
which was $16,000 above the asking question. The answer will probably be
This is a tempting option. much like
price. In San Francisco a converted rail- the most important influence on your that faced by dmg addicts- continue
road boxcar sold for $200.000.
· future a nd your family's future for dec- "shooting up" to avoid withdrawal,
3) Sometimes people become afraid ades to come.
knowing full well that the longer with-

drawal is delayed, the worse it will be
when it finally comes, and it may be
bad enough to kill you.
The second option is for Greenspan
himself to call a halt to the game right
now and dell)and a return to gold.
With inflation of the money supply
stopped cold, this option would instantly trigger the depression. Greenspan
would be blamed for it If everyone
understood Austrian economics (but
few do), Greenspan would not be
blamed, he'd be a hero.
Greenspan's third option is to immediately resign and head for a secure
mountain hideout in New Zealand.
If you,were him. what would you do?
I'd take New Zealand. but he has apparently decided not to, so that leaves the
other two options.

·Greenspan's Choice
Evidence indicates Greenspan has ·
chosen option number one. Last summer
the Fed paused. then in the fall it .
printed heavily and in recent months
they've been tightening again. This despite widespread complaints that they've
returned to "fine tuning"-the printpause-print-pause pattern that causes
the turmoil.
However, there is a possibility that
Co•ti•ued o• pa~ 11
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Earn a top living as an Eagle's
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Greenspan is using option one only to
buy time while quietly gathering allies
to implement option two.

Moles in the Fed
It isn't widely known that Fed re-

searchers admit they don't know what's
wrong with the economy (most of them
arc Kcynesians and Monetarist~). Each
Federal Reserve bank publishes reports
distributed to other banks. In these reports researchers reveal their findings
and debate theories.
·n1cse reports can he acquired outside
the Fed and I've been reading them for
years. Occasionally I stumble onto an
mwlysis or use of terminology that is
not Keynesian or Monetarist but Austrian. Yes. there arc Austrian motes (undercover agents) in the Fed.
Here's a possibility. Greenspan may
know about these Austrian moles. He
may be trying to buy time to identify
and organize them into a task force that
can publicize and explain the need to
use option two-that is, the need to accept a short sharp depression and re- ,
tum to gold.
One Fed economist has already admitted that "the problem for the Federal
Reserve. hoth then and now, is how to
maintain price stability in a monetary
system with unbacked paper money; no
society has ever succeeded in doing so."

A Whiff of Trouble
The stock market smells something.
Few investors understand enough Austrian economics to realize how shaky
the economy is. but they know enough
to be nervous. On April 14. the simple
announcement of a larger-than-expected
monthly trade deficit caused the market
to f<tll 101 points in one day.
Inflation fears have been pushing
long-term interest rates up, and the
banking crisis is worsening. The loss of
deposits at First Republic and other
Tcx;1s banks (a former hot spot) is now
being kept ~ecret. 711e Economi~t recently
reported that the Dallas Federal Resen•e bank has stopped releasing the
weekly ligures. and economist Ed
Hyman of Cyrus 1. Lawrence Co. in
New York say~ the situation looks "at
least as bad as the Continental Illinois
crisis" and "I think it will get worse."

Tiger by the Tail
Greenspan has :1 tiger by the tail. The
choice he makes will either ruin you or
make you rich.
Which will it be? l11at's largely up to
you now that you understand what is
happening.
He'll make you rich if you are in the
next hot spot. So, absorb all the
Austrian economics you can and be
ready to exploit the next hot spot when
it develops. You11 have money raining
down on you, as stock investors did for
Cor~tinutd or1
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live years until last October.
But if you miss the hot spots, Greenspan will likely ruin you. Some of the
cold spots in the economy are very cold
indeed-Houston, for example-and
there are more coming.
Stay very liquid and shorttenn. Do not
invest in anything that eannot be sold .
quickly. Until we know what the next
hot spot will he. you must be ready to
shift your portfolio mix instantly.
Top priority is to reduce your debts,
especially variable-rate debts. As the
chaos grows and inOation fears increase, so will interest rates.
We ca n't know when the next big currency crisis will occur, but time is certainly running out It could be years, or
only days. When foreign governments
decide to stop supporting the dollar.
there's likely to be a massive stampede
out of dollars and into precious metals
and numismatics.
During currency crist>, decisions are
generally made over weekends. Officials
like to make their moves when financial
markets are closed. It's possible that
precious metals and numismatics could
double over a weekend, and quadruple
within a few months of the crisis.
When should you buy them? My suggestion is now. Better to be years too
early than a weekend too late.
Richard Maybury is the author of the 15-page
.<recial rr?port "Haw ·You Can Find Good Financial Advice." In it you 11 learn the trrJde secretS of financial adviso1'. nev.~lefters and brokRrs. rules ofthumb. a checklist of 13 important .
questions you should ark. warning signs, predictions, Austrian economics, pitfalls, riJH>ffi and
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much mare. Smd $14.95 to Henry--Madison
Research. Box 1281. Oronge.•ale. C4 95662.
Also m·ailable ir his Business Cycle Managemerrt (BCAf), which is based on' Austrian ewnamics; it is explained in 'How You Can
Stmrgtherr Your Sales and Profits." The suggested retail price is $75, but you can order directly from Henry--Madison Research for $39.95.
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